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“The Paris Agreement has
raised the political profile
of climate resilience. There
is now a global goal for
climate change adaptation
and it is recognized that
adaptation represents a
challenge with local,
national and international
dimensions.”

???

Paris Text
Art 7.1 Parties hereby establish the global goal on adaptation of
enhancing adaptive capacity, strengthening resilience and
reducing vulnerability to climate change, with a view to
contributing to sustainable development and ensuring an
adequate adaptation response in the context of the temperature
goal referred to in Article 2.
Art 7 14 (c) Review the adequacy and effectiveness of adaptation
and support provided for adaptation; and
(d) Review the overall progress made in achieving the global goal
on adaptation referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article.

So we have a goal and a monitoring (stocktaking) process,
and that implies some form of tracking mechanism(s).
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Why set goals?
Without them we can always be
successful.
• But at different things.
• Maybe the unfettered approach will
contribute on the whole to a
desirable and effective outcome?
• Maybe a single goal will lead us to
precisely the wrong place?

The

challenges
in tracking
adaptation
effectiveness

http://acm.eionet.europa.eu/docs/ETCACC_TP
_2008_9_CCvuln_adapt_indicators.pdf
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Challenges in developing adaptation indicators
From Harley, Horrocks & Hodgson 2008
1. The multi-sectoral nature of
adaptation
2. Long time scales
3. Distinguishing noise of
natural climate variability
from climate change and
socio-economic drivers
4. Moving baseline (i.e.
evaluation against a backdrop
of a changing norm).
5. Potential discontinuities and
surprises
6. The mix of hazards and
opportunities

7. Large number of
organisations and delivery
partners engaged at different
scales
8. Lack of a long-term vision of
the outcome of adaptation
9. The absence of agreed
definitions of acceptable
performance in adaptation
10. Or agreement over what
constitutes success
11. The need for multistakeholder agreement on
levels of acceptable risk.
12. The need to mainstream
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Challenges in developing adaptation indicators
From Harley, Horrocks & Hodgson 2008
• The multi-sectoral nature of
adaptation
• Distinguishing noise of natural
climate variability
from climate change & socioeconomic drivers
• Long time scales
• Moving baseline (i.e.
evaluation against a backdrop
of a changing norm).
• Potential discontinuities and
surprises
• The mix of hazards and
opportunities

Ditto for SDG & DRM
Why do we need to?
Maybe an issue in adaptation
finance.
True. But we have to start from
where we are. Courses to solutions
are rarely direct.
Ditto for SDG & DRM
Ditto for SDG & DRM
Ditto for SDG & DRM

Challenges in developing adaptation indicators
From Harley, Horrocks & Hodgson 2008
Ditto for SDG & DRM
.

Ditto for SDG & DRM
.

YES! We do need a broad bearing
now.
In the short term – focus on process
& output indicators
Why not explore different indicators
of success?
This has been largely ignored. It
could be (is) the major constraint.

• Large number of organisations
and delivery partners engaged
at different scales
• The need to mainstream
• Lack of a long-term vision of
the outcome of adaptation
• The absence of agreed
definitions of acceptable
performance in adaptation
• Or agreement over what
constitutes success
• There are differing
stakeholder views on levels of
acceptable risk.
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A worrying analysis

A worrying analysis
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Paralysis through Analysis

http://billyshall.com/blog/analysis-paralysis

UNEP 2014
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April 30th 2016

“The Trouble
with GDP”
Developed in response to
the crises of the Great
Depression and WW2
After 80 years of use …

“GDP is a bad gauge
of material wellbeing. Time for a
fresh approach”

UNEP 2016

The
Adaptation
Finance Gap
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Narrow the
problem
Track the finance
gap
Estimated ‘costs’ v.
estimated resources
Current needs v. current
resources

Compound Indices

20
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Compound Indices
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Compound Indices - Would agreement ever be possible?
Do the indices really capture effective adaptation?
Do we have a common agreement on what constitutes effective
and adequate adaptation?
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Track people affected by climate
related disasters

People ‘affected’ by a climate related
disaster (EM-DAT Data-base)
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But let’s rethink this

Some flexibility needed
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Simple approach
• Apply this baseline and ‘change from the
baseline’ to all UNFCCC countries
• Count the number of countries in any one
year (or average over a 5 year period, as in the
Paris stocktakings) that are doing better than
their baseline (i.e. smaller proportion of
population affected)
• Examine by country, or by (e.g.) income
groups

All income groups much better than baseline.

But high income countries getting better – rest
of the world not.
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Problems and challenges
•
•
•
•

Quality of the data
Gaming the data
What does ‘affected’ mean?
Is being ‘affected’ in the Netherlands the same
as in the USA or Burkina Faso?
• What about climate impacts that are less than
‘disasters’ – i.e. chronic impacts

Problems and challenges
Most likely result?
• Agglomeration of ‘process’ measures
• Stocktaking of outputs
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